The Spoke – Issue 9
Welcome to issue nine of The Spoke which has been
made possible by our valiant contributors. This is the
empire edition with reports from far flung outposts like
New Zealand, Gloucester, Canada and Woodchester.
Places where the Queen still appears on stamps and
coins.
So put your feet up and enjoy this latest edition.
-- The Spokesman
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Letter from
Canada
Greetings!
I have received all the information
re your 60th anniversary from John
Couldrey, who was a boyhood
friend, and we both used to cycle
together with the Stonehouse
Wheelers. Some names I
remember are Eric Lewis, Peter
Coleman, Trevor Payne, Sandra
Cook, Jenny Farrant, Alec Cathcart
and I'm sure, as I think more about
this, more names will come to
mind. Great memories!

operation after all these years.
Very seldom does such nice
information come out of the blue,
thank you and hope you are good
for another 60 years!
Tony & June Tanner

Here are a couple of photographs
from Tony's Album. See PK for
more pictures that Tony sent.

When we are at home in Ontario,
Canada, (Toronto area), we don't
belong to a cycle club but we have
half a dozen friends that we cycle
regularly with. The terrain where
we live in Canada is part of what is
known as the Niagara Escarpment.
It is a glacial ridge that runs for
approximately 500 miles, from
Niagara Falls, north and provides
plenty of challenging hills and
breathtaking scenery.
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Well, dang oi if it ain’t me
old pals, me old beauties. How bist
a-gwain on?
I been an gwain and got zum
inflamation for ee. Twer in papers
zumtime ago.
Us volk round yer did
allus use thic old bridleway thru
Standish Ospital, but they gaffers

I am very happy to be reminded of
a very pleasant past association in
England. I am now living in
Canada and have been since 1959.
My wife and I still continue to
cycle and own two Trek bicycles.
We recently did a modest 70 Km
ride to celebrate our 70th birthdays.
We winter for 3 months in Florida,
taking our bikes with us and cycle
the area every day. There are
many bicycle paths and we can
Margaret, Barry, Anne
travel some surprising distances.
Florida is flat, mostly but the
severe winds here still provide a
challenge and they always seem to
change on the return trip!!!

We would be pleased to be
involved in any news of the
Stonehouse Wheelers and are
proud to see the club is still in

From our
Bridleway
Correspondent

John

did think as if they uld stop him
up. Now I gotta tell ee – it’s all
been sarted out proper by they
Shire Hall volk. So I uld like to see
ee up yer on they dang
contrapshuns and mind ee ims all
on tarmac me beauties. And if they
varmints try and stop ee, tell em as
you’ve had arders to cum up yer
from they Shire Hall volk.

A Stonehouse Wheeler Living Overseas
by John Coudrey
My first introduction to the
Stonehouse Wheelers was one
evening when the club came to the
village of Eastcombe. At the time I
was only 13 years of age but
hooked on this idea of cycling as a
group. At this time I had to obtain
permission from my parents of
which they were very hesitant. The
bike I had at this time was very old
and not in good shape for riding
long distances having only one
gear & an old type lighting system.
My first ride with the Wheelers
was from Stonehouse (after a 10
mile ride to the start) then around
the lanes to Cheltenham,
Leckhampton Hill up to the Air
Balloon for lunch & relaxing.
Afternoon tea was at Cirencester at
the cost of 1/6d. This was my first
successful ride with the club. The
second ride was to pick daffodils at
Newent, stopping first at Birts Café
for elevenses. Tea on that ride was
at Ross-On-Wye. The journey back
was not too pleasant as it poured
with rain & I was poorly equipped,
then arriving home at 10 pm
soaking wet. After that I had many
very successful journeys with long
weekend trips & Good Company.

I was very fortunate to find a
position in a large telecom
corporation for the next 3 ½ years.
But having the travel bug, in 1963 I
went by train across Canada
visiting the Canadian Rockies then
on to Vancouver for a 3-week trip
by ship to Auckland, New
Zealand. Stopping off at San
Francisco, Loss Angeles, Honolulu,
and Fiji, an unforgettable sea
journey.
After living and working in
Auckland for 10 months I set off
with my rucksack to hitchhike
around New Zealand both North
& South Islands over a 12 weeks
time span.

Upon completing this I travelled
by ship for 6 weeks in 1964 to the
UK, stopping at many interesting
ports in Australia, India, Aden,
Italy & Marseilles, including an
overland bus trip to the pyramids
in Egypt. On returning to my
parent’s home I stayed a short time
before my big travelling to Europe
for the next 8 months. Most of my
travelling was by hitchhiking,
covering from the south of Italy to
the most northern parts of Norway
including some of the communist
countries. On the completion of my
Times were beginning to change in travels I returned to Canada for 4
my life I was looking for
years. In this time I met a german
experiences in other countries &
young woman and we were
left England in February 1959 to
married in Canada on 10th August
live in Canada with Tony Tanner,
1968. At the end of 1968 we
an Ex-Wheeler. We had a very bad returned to the UK & lived in
start in Canada as there was no
Hitchin, Herts. for 10 years,
work & I took work on an
working for Rank Xerox (copy
assembly line at Massey Ferguson machines). At this stage in 1979 we
for 8 weeks then got laid off work, were ready to move once again,
typical in Canada.
this time back to New Zealand and
for the last 30 years we have lived
just outside Hamilton, Waikato, on

a 10-acre block, 17Km from town.
We have two daughters. The older
is a schoolteacher in Auckland, the
younger a doctor in research in
Hamilton. I retired at the age of 62.
To help us keep in contact with
travellers we worked in an YHA
over-looking the South Pacific for a
total of 1½ years before starting
our travels. This time in our
retirement with no limits on time.
Firstly to the USA, then on to
Germany taking up cycling in
Northern Germany, Austria,
Switzerland with the use of my
brother-in-law’s 37 year old bike
with 3 hub gears, (hard going).
On returning to New Zealand we
took the long way home via
Singapore, Perth (Australia).
At this point we had to change our
plans. The round the world ticket
ended as the airline went
bankrupt. The change was not all
bad as we were to see a lot of
Australia. We drove from Perth to
Darwin 9400 Km through some
very wild country encountering
many wild animals. From there we
flew to Cairns in Queensland. We
rented a car & explored the High
Table Lands of Queensland then
south to the southern part of
Australia, including the Blue
Mountains, then on to Melbourne,
then by plane back to New
Zealand after a 25-week holiday.
The next big trip to Europe was
cycling the Mosel-River (Germany)
starting at Trier to Koblenz,
viewing lots of old castles. From
Koblenz along the Rhein to Bingen
on Rhein. Next the Danube from
Donaueschingen to Vienna,
Austria, a 14 day hard ride passing
through many old towns and
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enjoying the cycle ways they have
in Europe. After staying for 3
weeks in Vienna, the next stage in
my holiday was to cycle along the
river Elbe from Dessau in old East
Germany to Hamburg then around
the north coast to (North Sea)
Emden & Osnabrück to my sisterin-law’s home. Since my retirement
we have made 4 visits to Europe: to
Portugal, Spain, Greek Islands,
Croatia & Dalmatian coast line.

Hamilton. Hamilton has 140,000
population spread over a large
area. We are a short distance from
the town centre but have other
shopping centres only 6 km away;
we sometimes go to the beach at
Raglan to the black sand. One can
walk for about 4 km with lots of
space, not too many cars & lots of
parking space. Wind surfing is a
very popular winter & summer
sport. Walking in the Waikato is
high on the list of things for outLast year I revisited Germany to
side activities. The climate around
continue cycling, this time I rode
Hamilton is very tempered, warm
along side the river Main from
in summer 28 Centigrade, in the
Aschaffenburg to Bambergwinter around15 degrees C, no
Nurnberg. I was invited to visit a
snow but some rain with heavy
cycle museum just outside
down pours. Snow skiing is 3
Schweinfurt. This being a private
hours away on the sides of the
collection in part of the town hall
volcanoes. The South Island has a
also the home of SKF bearings &
different climate, much colder in
NSU cars & motorbikes. To
winter but they have the Southern
continue I visited the Alps at F?
Alps. Queenstown, being the
ssen & visited the old Schloss
centre for the tourists, with a large
Neuschwanstein. I cycled on to the
lake that is tidal, with an old
Lake of Constance, then along the
paddle steamer for supplies in the
shoreline staying at
past to the remote sheep farms. I
Friedrichshafen for 3 days, visiting
have walked many times in this
the Airship museum, the starting
area, as this is part of the history
point of the Zeppelin.
for gold mining & Green Stone
The cycling that I have made in
(jade for carving)
Europe & the South Pacific islands
in my retirement is well over
10,000 Km. The islands In the
South Pacific & Indonesia that we
have cycled in are the Cook
Islands, Samoa, Bali. All these
islands are very hot to cycle in.

Uxbridge
English
Dictionary
Farcical :
Bicycle that makes you look stupid.

Lackadaisical:
Bicycle made for one.

Off-Track

An anti-static pathway?

On receiving your letter I
telephoned John Cousins in
Auckland & talked for about ¾
hour last night about the Wheelers
in the old days. We may meet up in
the near future to maybe look at
old photos & talk of old times.
Once again thank you for your
letter. Any calendars or info from
the Wheelers I would be very
interested in. I would like to tell
you about life living in & around
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The “Total Vision” tandem

The Man Who Would be God
by Pete Day
Whilst cycling along the A46
recently, Leighterton-bound, I was
reminded of a ride 25 years ago
which spawned the 'God' in the
title. Then I was living in
Thornbury, this side of Bristol, and
had just a year before had returned
to cycling after a 21 year layoff,
and had joined the Dursley Road
Club as a full-on racing member. I
was 45 years old.

amongst you may remember this
as a cyclists' Mecca.
Rolling into the yard, more
bedraggled and colder than at the
Chariots' Rest (R.I.P.) we stopped
and stared at the front door. This
was January mind you. 'CAFE
CLOSED. Due to reopen end of
April'.

hoping to visit your café''. She
explained nicely to me (she did not
know of the riders outside) that
they always closed in the winter
and reopened at the end of April.
(Remember, again, this was
January!)
This wasn't looking promising. ''I
wonder then, if you would mind
just looking outside'' I said
gesturing towards Dopey, Sneezy,
Doc, (Un)Happy, and the rest.
''They can't go on'' I fibbed.

You could have knocked us
The dear old lady took one look
down with a doughnut (if they had
and said ''You poor boys. Wait a
The ride mentioned took place on
been open).
minute and I will open up the
a very cold January day, soaking
The
tough-as-nails
looked
café.''
rain, a headwind to boot in our
direction from Chipping Sodbury. pathetic, whining and shivering
We slopped in, she told us to
Our tea stop was to be the Chariots and moaning -- and you thought
hang our wet jackets etc. up and
multi-tasking was a modern
Rest at Old Sodbury on the A46.
stand round the gas fires which she
phenomenon?
lit immediately. Heaven!
Our group of ten riders consisted
Anyway, as the group Elder I
of youngsters, ex-youngsters and
Pots of steaming tea, lovely cakes
quietened them, and while they
me a veteran, all racing men and
(didn't care how old they were . . .)
nurtured their growing goosetough as nails -- or so I thought.
and happy cyclists.
bumps I knocked at the green door
After a tough ride we arrived at
I have to say that the name 'God'
of the adjoining bungalow. (The
the ''Rest''. That was a misnomer
and
'Pete Day' were uttered
buildings are still there by the
for a start. Through the rain and
through mouthfuls of cake with
way.)
annoyance we gloomily eyed the
large portions of reverence.
No answer.
dreaded word 'CLOSED'.
The Man Who Would Be God
I looked at the group of hardened I looked back at the quivering
indeed.
Nails and they were in shock. How group with a reassuring look
If you do visit (it is a Land-Rover
trying to pacify them.
dare the café close on a Saturday!
sales forecourt now) then look out
After what seemed hours the
So as not to drag this story out to
for the shrine to Pete Day, this
door opened just enough for me to
fill column inches I will tell you
consists of plastic spoons, cake
that we decided then to push on to see an elderly lady looking at me
wrappers, and the tyre marks of
quizzically. ''Excuse me'', I said,
Leighterton and call at the
bicycles of all those years ago.
Aerodrome Café. Older members ''sorry to disturb you but we were
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ASP#3 on the Cotswolds
by Tony Martin
ASP – All Spare Parts – I’ve made
up three such bikes now and my
latest effort, using old bits and
pieces, is a simple bike with a
couple of low gears for rough
tracks but able to tackle roads
reasonably efficiently. To be honest
though, it’s a bit of a bodge-up. So,
not really adrenalin-fuelled
mountain biking, just cautious
bridleway riding.

pushing harder on the 50 inch.

I now have a stile to
negotiate, but halfway up the seattube of ASP#3 I have bolted a
carrying handle, so this is easy.
There is a choice of several routes
and the bridleway I take leads into
Bond End on the edge of Upton-StLeonards, from where I climb
towards A46 up Nut Hill lane. As I
round the first bend in the lane I
Five minutes from home
see the blue escarpment stretched
and I can be on to a track. Time to out before me. I keep my head
change down to the 24-tooth
down climbing the lane, trying not
mountain bike chain-ring I’ve
to let the gradient discourage me.
squeezed on. This gives me 26 inch Looking up I see that the blue
and 29 inch gears before the chain escarpment has now resolved into
line fouls, so these two serve for all greens and browns. Crossing A46
the off-road and hilly bits. The
to Cooper’s Hill lane, I go past Mrs
disadvantage is that the large
Hellerman’s – no stopping, today I
chain-ring gives me 50 inch to 86
am self-catering. A house on the
inch, so you can see that there is
lane has a car outside with the
rather a wide gap in the gearing.
radio playing pop and it sounds
I’ve found that on level tarmac I
totally out of place up here –
have to choose between virtually
Vaughan Williams’ “Lark
coasting on the 29 inch gear or
Ascending” would be more
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appropriate. Now I am on tracks
through Cooper’s Hill wood and
Witcombe wood, running roughly
parallel with Buckholt road. Not
far to my left I hear water rushing
down a cleft in the escarpment to
the Witcombe reservoir. The woods
are criss-crossed with tracks and
some years ago I made a sketch
map to help me – but I can still go
wrong sometimes. There are steep
drops and tree roots along these
tracks so I have to really
concentrate here. If in doubt I walk
it. I don’t wear cycling shoes – they
are no good for this stuff, I find
stiff-soled trainers are a good
compromise. Under the canopy of
trees, parts of the track which
become boggy after rain take ages
to dry out and so rule this route
out for winter riding.
Its very quiet away from
the road and the background is
now woodland birdsong and
branches creaking in the wind.
Away over the Witcombe valley I
can hear a hawk mewing. Up here
the air has a pleasant tang about it.
You may come across walkers or
horse-riders, but most are very
polite. Walkers often seem curious
because of the dropped bars on
ASP#3 and one likened it to a
cyclo-cross bike! If I have kept to
the plan, I cross the Birdlip road
B4070, and almost directly
opposite, push along a bridleway
going East through the last bit of
Witcombe wood. This bit of the
wood is inches deep in dead leaves
and there are plenty of dead
branches waiting to turn my wheel
and bring me down so I walk it. I
come out into the open on the edge
of a property called “Starveall”
(starve all), a warped sense of
humour over the years means that
this is quite a common name in the
English countryside.

Now I am in open country
under a big sky, on a bridleway
crossing two arable fields before
joining the lanes leading to
Brimpsfield. There is plenty of
choice though, I can stay on
bridleways if I want. A stop at the
seat in Brimpsfield for tea and
cheese sandwiches – good cycling
grub this. The notice board used to
display a hand-written summary
of the past month’s weather, but it
now seems as if Old Father Time
has caught up with the compiler. A
driver stops to ask me where the
nearest petrol station is, I tell him
Birdlip and off he goes. Later I find
out there isn’t one there, for him it
will mean dropping right down
into Shurdington. Today the notice
board advertises “The Village
Shop” with Mrs M. Beagley
featuring a home cooking stall,
which is for a couple of hours. I am
not sure whether this is a talk or an
actual shop, but there is no one
around to ask. In fact it’s so quiet
that, with the various police
notices and the separate
neighbourhood watch sign, I begin
to suspect I am being watched. I
wonder whether I shall be reported
to the “Safer Community Team”
whose photos are on the board.
Perhaps even now the occupant of
“Smilers Cottage” is phoning the
police. “Yes there was a lone cyclist
up here from 1.10 to 1.42pm and he
was riding a very suspiciouslooking bike with one wheel bigger

than the other.” I’d best be off.
A sharp drop down the
lane takes me under A417 (you
have to be careful using old maps
around here since A417 was
improved). The lane rises up
towards Elkstone, allowing me to
see the queues forming on the
A417 bottleneck here, as I speed
along in free and easy contrast.
This always seems to enhance the
complete sense of freedom and
detachment that I get up here. In
Elkstone, quite a select place by the
look of the houses, and again
seemingly deserted like all these
small Cotswold villages – there is a
choice of bridleways and I take the
one heading North-East. Another
arable field where the going can be
complicated by tractor ruts and
stony ground, so that you often
have to switch ruts suddenly. I
normally ride the rut furthest from
any hedgerow, reasoning there will
be no briars spreading across it. It
is 900ft ASL and the view all round
is a patchwork of fields
interspersed with woods. In front
of me the ground slopes down to
the river Churn and A435, but I can
hear nothing of traffic, just
birdsong.

through Brimpsfield Park and pass
by the lake and its ornamental
bridge. A check on the Explorer OS
map will be necessary here as I
must stay on the track. It seems
from what someone in Brimpsfield
once told me that the landowner
here was wont to padlock gates
across the right of way before he
was “educated”. Obviously
someone to be wary of; such
people can spoil your day.
Nicely relaxed now, the
ride back is easier, though I have to
be careful not to let the speed pick
up too much going back through
Witcombe and Cooper’s Hill
woods. There have been no
problems today with dogs or
punctures- I had taken extra
precautions against both hazards –
and now “gulping mugs of tea
down” begins to occupy my
thoughts. I pass a couple of North
Country ramblers doing the
Cotswold Way and we discuss the
prospects of tea, theirs apparently
is several hours away so I tell them
of Mrs Hellerman’s. As I go by I
forget to look if she is open.

Now, unseen behind me,
the escarpment is blue again. Back
home to clean the bike down,
I reach a lane by a property inspect the tyres, unpack the bags,
called “Sparrowthorn” where I
drink a pot of tea and ponder over
turn West along the lane to High
another route variation for next
Cross and start to retrace my route time. No great mileage today – just
back through Brimpsfield. If I have great miles.
time I will get on the bridleway

Stair climbing bicycle
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them the way, then when they
caught us and left us (!) we
whooshed down to tackle the
climb, changing gears in readiness.
In issue No. 8 of the resurrected
Having snicked through the
What we didn't realise was that
''Spoke'' I told of the introduction
gears (the dreaded Disraelis) to the there was black ice about, the front
to tandem riding of me and Pat
lowest end of the range, and just
wheel went away on the slippery
Ballinger.
passing riders who were sensibly
camber and down we went.
walking - though we had a job
Quite a few miles have
You guessed it - Roy Rogers
keeping up with our dear late
disappeared beneath our wheels,
Ballinger
was at it again leaping off
friend Lionel Wyatt who was also
many enjoyable and some not so.
and standing astride the stricken
walking. Suddenly a PING! and I
machine and captain. No injuries
At this stage I don't want to put
was treading water. A broken
just our old friend hurt pride.
my reader off the delights of
chain! We came to a halt then
Captain and Stoker cycling but for started rolling backwards (all slo- 'BRAKING' NEWS
the hell of it I will describe some of mo you understand). Mr. Gravity
One thing about tandems is that
our You-Tube type incidents.
then took over and tarmac here we everything is by-two, and that
However I will say now that no
includes trouble. You are both in it
come. My crash-hatted head said
tandemeers were harmed in the
together. And tandems are sloths
howdy-doody to the road and in
telling of this true story . . . only
that split second my thoughts were going uphill and cheetahs
our pride.
descending.
with Pat who was a captive
audience
on
the
back
or
so
I
I finished the last tale with ''Pat
We have had the chain incident
thought . . .
on the Back'' but it wasn't always
and that has been by-two
like that though we always started
occasions.
I must have been dazed. People
our rides in the right order, me on were coming over to help. I was
Then there were the brakes.
the front and ''Pat on the Back''.
still lying down like an upturned
On one Rob Deeley-led hill-fest
turtle, feet still locked in the
I remember one occasion when
ride, we had already done the
out with the Wheelers, somewhere pedals, and looked back, expecting
ascents and descents of
the worse to have happened
near the back and beyond of
Sheepscombe. Our next port of call
to dear Pattie. But she was
Wotton, Malcolm Jackson was
was the Upton St. Leonards
leading up a steepish hill where we standing up. Pat had instinctively
descent from the A46 Painswick
detected a problem and had
had adopted our slow-boat
road.
jumped off backwards, aborting
position at the rear of the group.
the sinking tandem, not unlike the
I jokingly said to Pat: ''Brakes or
technique used by cowboys - a
no brakes?'' ''BRAKES'' she
stunt which would prove useful on underlined loudly ''And no
later rides!
heroics!'' (ref. my racing
background and earlier descending
Eventually she asked ''Why
didn't you put on the brakes?'' she adventures later mentioned in this
asked, referring to the reversing we article).

So Ya Wanna Ride a Tandem? HA!
By Pete Day

had just done.

Our beautiful disc-brake clad
tandem rolled down smoothly and
I obeyed Pat's request and gently
applied those big discs. Just before
Another time on a Carol Service
the 1-in-5 bit . . . CLUNK!!!!! the
ride to Cam last Christmas, on our
rear brake, well, didn't. The
way to Frocester from Stanley
resultant screeching was from the
Downton, the road dipped down
rear disc and not Pat for a change,
before a sharp climb on a bend. We
and we were rear brakeless. I just
had stopped before the descent to
had time to notice an empty
wait for some latecomers to show
''Er, it was a little busy up the
front at the time'' I retorted.
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private open garage to the right of MORE HEROICS
the road on top of that steep
Before I wind up this tale two other
descent and whooshed in
tandem descents which happened
accompanied by Lionel, Bill Adams
some time ago. Hurtling down
and one or two others.
Frocester Hill, with 45 mph on the
When I got my breath back and clock, a mobile phone rings in my
investigated I saw that the rotor
back pocket. ''PLEASE DON'T
(the round bit) was buckled and
ANSWER IT'' I yelled through the
red hot (ask my fingers!)
wind. Too late! ''Hello'' Pat said to
the caller ''I'll phone you back
Mmm. When I had recovered
later''. Grrrrrrr!
sufficiently to say ''!!!!!! me'' all Pat
said was ''Oh''.
And the other was on the descent
down the A46 from Tipputts Inn to
The upshot or downshot was
Nailsworth. I had notice two big
that we limped down the steep hill
lorries breathing down our necks
sounding like the Dudbridge
so to speak. One got by with not
Donkey to the merriment of our
much room to spare so when the
hapless entourage with one brake
other one crept up I said to Pat
and a wing and a prayer, to Rob
''Hang on girl I 'aint letting the
and Jill's house for a lovely
other one get past.''
calming tea and to borrow Rob's
gert big spanner to straighten the
Then I gunned it and we stayed
wayward disc.
ahead - another 40-odd mph-er.
After tea and cakes and a
rubdown with Sporting Life we
squealed and squeaked our way
home with the club, keeping a
decent distance so as not to drive
them madder than they normally
are.

Catalogue
D'Objets
Introuvable
This delightful book of illustrations
by Jacques Carelman is sadly some
30 years out of print. It is a spoof
catalogue of unfindable objects.
Most of them fail to solve the
problem that they were designed
for. Unfindable is no longer exactly
true as sixty of his objects were
actually made and are exhibited in
the Louvre. All the odd bicycles in
this issue are Carelman's. Here are
some more:

Roll the lawn while cycling

Hence after that from Pat: ''NO
HEROICS!!!''
And nowadays I am a pussycat
descender and Pat is happy.
So what have you learned from
this dear reader? Well do you
know something - we love
tandeming - it's the way t'go.

Practise the Organ
A crank on the front wheel drives
the bellows of a small organ.

Hill Climbing Bicycle
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Peter Coleman Slides
Peter Coleman was Wheelers
Purton
member number two and was a
very active member until the club
was disbanded in the 70s. He was
also a very keen photographer and
many thousands of his and his
brother's slides are in our
possession. A lot of their 1960s
photography looked to the past
which was disappearing fast. Here Harriett and Dursley still hold
back river bank erosion at Purton
I have chosen the theme of
boat graveyard. In the distance at
transport for this page.
Sharpness you can see the partly
demolished railway bridge.

Newent

A Morris Minor van is parked in
the centre of Newent. Since then
the area around the building has
been pedestrianised.

Lower Lydbrook Viaduct

Sandfield Bridge
Aust Ferry

There are only railway sleepers
piled up where the Stables Café
extension and car park now sits.
Big trees line both sides. The Shell
Glassmaker carries a load of fuel
oil for Cadburys or Quedgeley
depot.

The Severn Bridge is not yet open
and the Aust Ferry is still running.
Severn King has a full load of cars
and is getting ready to leave. Of
the three ferries, only the Severn
Princess survives today as a
rusting hulk.

The railway viaduct at Lower
Lydbrook in the Forest of Dean
being dismantled. An extensive
system of railways used to connect
the area but these have almost all
gone now.

Monnow Bridge Tower

Lansdown Road, Stroud
Wye Bridge

The early morning sunlight
streams across an amazing scene:
Lansdown Road without a single
car.
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The Wye motorway bridge is
nearing completion with only a
few deck sections left to fit.

The bridge hasn't changed much in
the last 500 years. Through the
arch the Robin Hood pub has an
advert for Ovaltine. The road sign
warns of 10' 3”. What has changed
is the road is now pedestrianised.
It is difficult to imagine the heavy
traffic that must have squeezed
through before 2004.

Long, whose farm also bordered
the lane and whose reputation for
meanness was renowned even for
a farmer. For helping with the
passers by, who would of course be harvest us lads would get a free
on foot or bicycle.
ride on the trailer! But we always
gleaned his fields afterwards for
many people still kept fowls.
It was late in the 1960s that
Gloucester spread its tentacles and
took over most of Hucclecote
It must have been late 1980s or so
village. At the time this meant that that the next big change came
farmer Wilf Smith, occupying New about – the Abbeymead estate.
House Farm bordering on Upton
Houses and estate roads began to
Lane, had the distinction of being appear along the lane; I remember
in the City of Gloucester, yet had
cycling out to see what had once
no electricity, water or gas services. been an isolated old cottage set
What he did have however, rotting back from the lane, now looking
away behind the farmhouse, was
very out-of-place amongst modern
the last “stagecoach” to run in
houses. I particularly remember
Hucclecote. This was a boxythat cottage because at sunset on a
looking thing which I am sure was nice evening, coming back after a
more correctly called a carrier’s
ride, that red ball seemed to be
van. I believe the site is now under sinking in their back garden and
the M5. Wilf and Lottie operated a the white-washed walls had turned
milk round, he sat in the Morris
pink. About the same time,
van and she humped the churns
returning home on a ride, an
around. In those pre-pasteurisation approaching cyclist whom I did
days mother once found a comb in not know, shouted to me “It was
the milk, so ever afterwards the
better as it was” – and I knew
milk was always boiled. But they
exactly how he felt. No longer
were kind and generous people,
early in the morning would you
unlike their neighbour “Stinger “

Down Memory Lane
by Tony Martin
It so happens that my
easiest road route out into the
countryside takes me through
Upton St Leonards. The route no
longer has much appeal, but it
once took me along what was in
effect a country lane: Upton Lane.
This lay between the villages of
Hucclecote and Upton St Leonards
and was bordered by open fields
with just a sprinkling of wayside
cottages and houses. Now this lane
has changed out of all recognition,
even to the extent of being
renamed as North Upton lane,
Abbeymead avenue and a final
half-mile section of Upton lane
where it crosses M5.

I think of a time before the
consumer society took such a grip
on us all, when most people were
outwardly friendly and essentially
local in their outlook. It seems
incredible now, but in those days it
was not uncommon to see people
stood at their front garden gates
with the sole purpose of chatting to
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pass a herd of cows by the field
gate, steaming in the cold air or
look over into a patchwork of
fields with hedgerows in blossom.

leafy elm trees. In his 1950s book
about the Berkeley Vale, Lewis
Wilshire wrote about an idyllic
lane he had found, echoing with
birdsong and rabbits scampering
Almost imperceptibly the volume
everywhere. This is a “green lane”
of traffic grew. At the Hucclecote
between Lower Stone and Hill, and
end a small roundabout had to
I passed by it many times before I
have traffic lights installed and no
resolved to ride it a couple of years
longer were you assured of a quiet
back. Evidently the intervening
ride along the lane. Now I believe
years have destroyed what he saw
that the route has become a rat-run
that spring morning. Trees and
for traffic seeking to avoid delays
hedgerows have disappeared and
on the major routes around
Woodend lane is now just a stony
Gloucester: the Sat Nav brigade. I
farm track, bare and featureless.
regard Upton St Leonards as
unpleasant to cycle through,
parked vehicles and aggressive
I look at the old inch-to-the
driving don’t go well together and
mile OS map and remember how
at school run times I like to avoid it
nice it was going down Upton
altogether.
Lane. The saving grace for me is
that I have a bridleway just five
minutes away. Guess what though?
Even where there has been no
They are building an estate called
encroachment of houses, major
“Cooper’s Edge” and it will
changes have altered the landscape
eventually come right up to the
for the worse. It seems difficult to
bridleway.
visualise them now, but many of
our lanes were once bordered by

Bill's Wednesday
Evening Rides
Each Wednesday summer evening
you'll see a group of Wheelers
gather at Ebley Mill. For those of
you who never come out on those
evenings this is what it is like.

It is a rush to get home after work,,
change, check the tyres and brakes
It is a mistake to leave the house
hungry so we grab a quick bite to
eat and then dash down to Ebley
Mill where a select group of
cyclists gather in the evening
sunshine.
Bill has a multitude of slow and
flat ways to get to the Severn. At
the start of the season we pass
tulips and cuckoos. Later we see
the swifts, swallows and cricket
nets and finally the blackberries
and plums of autumn.
The destination is the Anchor,
Ship, Bell or George where we grab
a half of something refreshing and
drink it outdoors. After half an
hour of chat we don our jackets
against the chill and the sunset
makes our reflectors blaze for a
few minutes.
Back at Ebley we wave goodbye to
Bill and head for our final 1 in 8
climb home.
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More of Your Questions answered
by “Expert”
First a technical question from
“mountain biker”

more you take no notice. The other day
my daughter was late for her cycling
session at the keep-fit centre because of
you lot and I missed a Jeremy
Clarkson programme about the
benefits of 4x4s to the environment.
You really are a selfish bunch”.

this. If it helps get someone to run
alongside holding you. He also
asks whether, if all else fails, he
“My Shimmono 8701s are wearing
will be able to put a child’s tagout fast. They are the Space Ace DPSalong onto the unicycle. Now come Now I know how thin-skinned
LS versions. I am told they are now
off it, I am not falling for that one. some of you drivers are, you hate
obsolete and nobody stocks them any
to see a cyclist in front of you and I
more. What can I do?”
am sure you think we should be
banned from making right turns
Wow, are guys out there still using
ahead of you. Unfortunately for
those goofy bits? They are a
you, as yet there is no law that says
definite no-no, a mega thumbs
you have absolute priority on the
down that shrieks of long throw
road. All I can do is suggest a
shock lockout in downhill
practical way that might help you.
technical sections. Grab yourself a
Unicycle
De-trainer
Try and visualise us as horsepair of Tyme Tacac carbon 350s, or
riders, then, amazingly, you will
even Luuk EOK/2 with the RC axle
find that you can show us the
might do, but watch those
utmost courtesy and follow us
A
cycling
solicitor
writes:
downhills for traction overkill. For
carefully until you can get by,
the Tyme Tacac carbon 350s you’ll “The local garage is parking its “for
without getting upset.
also have to change gloves. I
sale” cars on the cycle lane. What
recommend Mobo 9000 FBs – but should I do?”
don’t go for any of the cheaper
chums because they only use 500D My advice is not to bother
contacting the Highways people.
Cordura, the 9000 FB has 1000D
Cordura. Of course this is only for Just go in and ask the nice man to
“downhills”, the Mobo is too hot a shift them. Don’t forget to tell them
that you’re a solicitor. You will find
glove for XC use.
them, as I did, quite friendly, really
– and the bike wasn’t too badly
damaged.
And now back to “normal”
people:
“Unicyclist” writes that he is
finding it impossible to maintain
balance on ordinary bikes anymore
and could I suggest anything?
I first thought of recommending
the rear seat of a tandem until the
“unicycle effect” wears off. But
then I realised that part of the
problem was the steering. This will
have to be tackled in stages. Keep
with the unicycle and just hold on
to a set of handlebars. Keep this up
‘till you feel happy, then connect
the bars up to a front wheel, forks
and stem, keeping them separate
from the unicycle and carry on like

Finally a note has come from a vet
who is troubled with the wind
Now I puzzled over this for a long
A 4x4 driver sent this in (actually time as there are several ways to
interpret this simple statement. I’ll
there were several of these, so I
assume you’re an older cyclist who
thought just one would do).
finds it difficult riding into the
“You people are always getting in my
wind and I’ll make no mention of
way. Instead of bunching up close, like
Peppermint tea or veterinary
us, you seem to string out for miles,
surgeons.
and when I sound my horn more and
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Classification

What to look out for

Dead calm
Slight breeze
Moderate breeze
High Wind
Gale
Storm
Hurricane

Estate agents’ boards blow over
New-built houses suffer roof damage
Umbrellas start sprouting in hedgerows
Cycling capes invert (just like the cones being hoisted in the shipping version)
Severn Bridge closes (though only when you’re on the far side)
Motorists get trapped in cars outside their homes
Wheelers’ ride may be cancelled – but check with leader (who may use it to
get extra run points for himself)

The Beaufort scale is really
concerned with shipping. On land,
for a cyclist debating whether to go
out or not it isn’t much use. So I’ve
prepared a shortened version
which you may find useful.
Well that’s it for now, except for a
final piece of advice: remember
that there is an awful lot of rubbish
talked about in cycling, but that
you can always depend on what I
tell you.

Maps
by Tony Martin
It has always surprised me
that maps were almost unknown
until the 16th century. During the
reign of Henry VIII, Leland
travelled around England
recording a vast amount of
information about the land, but
with no idea of making a map, it
was virtually useless. The first
maps intended for travellers were
strip maps confined to a particular
route and showing only the
features that the map-maker
thought important, so avoiding the
need for accurate surveying. Thus
John Ogilby’s ‘Britannia’ of 1675
only showed rivers where they
intersected the route, whilst
‘Paterson’s British Itinerary’ of 1785
was more concerned with the great
estates and mansions that lay on
the route. The Ordnance Survey
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was founded in 1791 for military
the dangerous Birdlip Hill.”
reasons, when adequate surveying Remember this was 100 years ago!
methods first became available.
As cycling grew in popularity
there were many maps published
specially for cyclists and the
In the early days of cycling
publishers were quite ingenious in
there was a return to strip maps,
trying to gain advantage. Bacon’s
but in a different form called “road
Cycle Road Map of 1890 shows
books”. There is a description of
Dick Turpin riding to York on a
CTC’s British Road Books of 1896
Coventry-made Rover bike. I have
in the CTC magazine of Dec/Jan
a Bacon’s Cycling Road-Map of
2005/6. I have a couple of very
Leamington and District; my guess
similar road books – the “Contour
is that it was printed sometime
Road Books of England dated 1906
before World War Two so it seems
and 1898. They are pocket-sized
as if they remained quite popular.
and each has 500 plans.
It is a small map, 17in by 12in
Each route is numbered and
folding to about 6in by 3in, printed
accompanied by a diagram of the
on linen at a scale of one inch to
gradients along the route as well as five miles and so handy for on the
a short description. The Bath to
bike. It has obviously been drawn
Cheltenham road is ”a rather
just for cyclists to get from A to B.
bumpy surface between
There is no information on the map
Nailsworth and Stroud, ending in other than roads, place names,

railway lines and stations, rivers,
churches and wooded areas. Hills
are shown by hachure and difficult
hills on main roads by arrows
alongside them. It cost 6d and it
seems to have withstood the test of
time very well (though its previous
owner might just have been an
“armchair cyclist”).

For cycling there are three things
that are important on a map: the
scale, how heights are represented
and just how the map folds up.
Let’s have a look at some different
examples.

First the map that used to be the
cyclists’ favourite – Bartholomew’s
(Barts) half-inch. The scale is just
right for longer distance cycle
touring and the colouring of
heights gives you an immediate
impression of the terrain. I find it
difficult to believe now, but in 1976
they cost 50 pence each, and at that
time they also produced their
National Series at 80 pence each. I
am not sure exactly when they
stopped printing, but you can still
get these maps, often in good
condition, from second-hand
bookshops or Oxfam, going price
is around a £1. They are certainly
very nice maps to look at, they
don’t have the “fussiness” of an OS

map, but they did not display
lesser highways accurately, their
“white” roads could be anything
between a tarmac lane to a rough
footpath. The National Series map
was scaled at 1:100,000 and so was
slightly larger than the older halfinch Barts covering the same area.
Out on the bike, a Barts half-inch
does seem very easy to fold/unfold
and is compact enough to manage
in a wind.

Now a look at OS maps, some of
which are no longer printed, but
again you can pick these up often
in good condition secondhand. In
the past I’ve found the Cotswold
Tourist Map, one inch to the mile,
quite useful for cycling the
Cotswold Lanes and it also shows
footpaths and bridleways etc. OS
did a One-inch series covering the
whole country and I’ve found the
Gloucester and Malvern One-inch
is a useful map covering an arc of
Tewkesbury, Pershore, Worcester,
Bromyard and down to Ross which
the Landranger series at 1;50,000
doesn’t cover so conveniently on a
single map. For local cycling on
road the Landranger is the best OS
map, but those faint pink contour
lines need careful study if you are
worried about hill climbing. If
you’re going on tracks and
bridleways, although the

Landranger shows them, you will
be better off with the newer
Explorer Maps at 1;25,000,
showing field boundaries which
come in very useful when
exploring off-road. The Explorer
maps show rights of way as a
variety of dotted/dashed green
lines rather than the red of other
OS maps. On the new Landranger
maps these have been joined by
green dashes or dots for cycle
paths. Now we come to some
confusion, for as reported in
Oct/Nov 2003 CTC Mag, busy
main roads are now coloured
green, thus some of the cycle paths
disappear!

Again discontinued, OS Pathfinder
maps at 1:25,000 showed the
countryside in great detail,
describing more natural features
and including more contour lines
than the Landranger series; but
these are really walkers’ maps.
Finally, in my experience, I’ve
never found any OS map
particularly easy to fold/unfold,
especially on a bike.
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Quaint Old Customs
By Pete Day
Okay, so I know we are not a cycle
racing club, but whatever the bike
they all need ''Spokes''. Thanks to
Peter K we now have our second
edition, and I make no apologies
for including a racing snippet from
yesteryear, which coincidentally
features ME!
Yet this not all about the racing
but of an incident
which occurred at
the end of a race,
which all
happened in 1986
when I was a
'young' veteran of
46 years.
As touched on
in ''Spoke No. 8''
(still available
from P.K.) from
1985 I was in my
comeback as a
born-again racing
cyclist. The first
period was from
1955 to 1963. My
active racing
'career' ended in the late 1980s - in
no small part to a back problem. If
only I had known the chiropractors
who treat me today I might still
have been racing. Anyway,
stretching etc. in the early days
was looked upon as slightly
risque . . .

old heroes, of all nationalities, as
well as ex-pros and Olympians
from the '60s and '70s who
incidentally had not lost any of
their aggression except now they
had the kamikaze spirit as well.
Gritty!
I travelled with good friend Bob
Maitland, ex BSA and Hercules

events and a two-up time trial, all
in the beautiful areas of
Deutschlandsberg, Germany, and
the wonderful Austria, where this
little story is based.
We were members of the Veteran
Cycle Racing Association and our
team included ex-pros. Bob
Maitland (who also was there to
defend his World Vets. Champion
title), Harry Reynolds (1956
Commonwealth Games medallist
and 1958 Tour de France rider, and
the late Harry
Hall, known later
as the owner of
the famous
Manchester bike
shop. Harry was
mechanic to Tom
Simpson on that
fateful Tour in
1967 where he
was first to try to
help Tom on the
Mont Ventoux
stage. Tom died
on the way to
hospital in the
helicopter
suffering from
heat exhaustion
and allegedly
''other things''.

professional in the 1950s. Also on
his palmares were 1948 Olympic
medallis, 1955 Tour de France rider I was the youngest in the team at
(Hercules) and multi national
46 years!
champion.
Perhaps I will get the
En route to Austria we travelled opportunity to tell more of this
through Belgium, Holland,
great episode in my life in a later
Germany (where we had our first ''Spoke'' - but I don't want to bore
As a veteran racing cyclist I was series of road races). We travelled you dear reader.
able to compete in ''younger'' races in Bob's Volvo estate towing his
Moving swiftly on. This
ancient ''Wendy House'' a wood
as well as the very enjoyable and
particular
event, a truly
and canvas trailer tent. Cosy! We
elbowing rough-a-ma-tumble of
international
one took place in
spent three weeks in this
age-related vets. road races.
Eastern Austria, a two-up time trial
contraption in total and cramped
It was at the Veteran World Cup
over 40 kilometres which finished
comfort, so don't mock!
races in St. Johann in Tyrol,
right on the Hungarian border.
Our programme of events
Austria, and Deutschlandsberg,
My team mate was Bob Maitland
where I had the experience of full- included a number of international
massed start road races, mountain who at 5ft. 3ins. was nearly a foot
on road racing with some of my
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shorter than me - not a marriage
that machine gun was looking at
made in heaven where two-ups are me.
concerned because the draughting
The owner barked
(shelter) was so one-sided, and all
''PASSSSSSSSPORTTTTTTTTTTTT!
in Bob's favour.
'''
There were probably 50 pairs of
But let us retrack a moment.
riders, at three minute intervals. I
Pete Day, Brit racing cyclist.
had to develop a real crouched
Sweaty
variety. Peugeot
position behind Bob to get benefit
Professional racing bike. Racing
and when I took my turn on the
front he must have looked like he vest, English Union Jack decals and
was on a ''tag-along'' but we went shorts. Race no. on back and
sleeves. Spare racing tubular under
like stink, and my hero, 15 years
saddle. Confused look. My only
my senior, still rode like a
identification apart from the ones
professional, so smooth and
my Mum and Dad knew about,
powerful with no movement but
his pedal strokes. This was a great would be obtained through DNA.
thrill for me.
My passport was with my other
I was at my peak form and later
did slightly longer stints at the
front, and at the finish we crossed
the line as one. We received a
trophy for our efforts in finishing
high up the field.

valuables with Bob. Not on my
bike.
Back to the story.
By his look and tone I guessed
this geezer with the straight line
for a mouth had not an ounce of
English about him.

It wasn't until we stopped that we
realised how stifling hot it was ''PASSPORT!'' Again. Then some
the sight of riders splashing about
gobbledegooch.
Once more my
in the village fountains stripped off
and drinking lots of water (bottled sweat started to flow freely.
water!)
I said I did not have my passport
Being so uncomfortable I said to with me. ''I am a racing cyclist, just
Bob that I would just have a warm
down pootle round the village. He
skulked off to somewhere shady.
I hung my crashhat (the track
type with leather bars) on my 'bars
and headed off.
Still in a sweating state (why oh
why didn't I join those blokes in
the fountain?) I drifted in and out
of the streets and alleys between
houses, under clothes lines
between buildings, up narrower
streets, this way, that way, then
suddenly I was face to face with a
barrier. In turn that barrier was
joined by a uniformed person and
that uniformed person was joined
by some sort of machine gun and

finished a race . . .'' he didn't let me
finish but took me to another
officer-type bloke. I felt naked as a
jaybird and twice as sweaty.
''Vare iss your passssssspoort?''
he asked.
Again the international handsin-despair reaction from yours
truly. I tried to explain about the
racing bit, pointing to my clothes,
my bike, my race numbers, my
sweat.
''So vy do you vant to cross into
Hungary?''
You could have knocked me
down with Bob's medals and it was
if a big hand had waved in front of
my eyes and someone had said
''HELLO?''
So, to bring you up to speed dear
reader, I had been racing in
Austria. On my warm down ride I
had come across a Customs Post
(Hello?)
When I had been questioned by
Ditzy and Fritzy I was under the
alarming impression that I had
strayed into Hungary and was
trying to blab my way back to
Austria. Ditz and Fritz had
confirmed that the opposite had
happened.
Was I glad I didn't try to make a
desperate run for it - if I had I
would have to get a hitch from a
lorry with me and me luverly bike
covered with a tarp.
Anyway, me, my bike and dried
sweat were allowed to ''return'' to
Austria where I then had to
explain to a worried Bob (no
mobile phones then!) why my
warm-down had taken over an
hour.
He also wondered why I had
kissed him and Mother Earth!
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Farewell Lionel
From the Secretary's archives:
Lionel was sent a runs list and a
membership application on 14th
November 1988. Here is a letter
from Eric, our club president.

The Spoke
Summer Special

--//-Tuesday 5 May last the Wheelers
learned with deep sadness that we
had lost our great friend and vice
president Lionel Wyatt. It almost
takes your breath away talking
about him and we can't believe that
we've lost him and that he's not
with us now. A hard job to replace
his kind and thoughtful attitude
personage (nice way to go people
say, rotten for those left behind)
but life has to go on with his
formidable memory. I was sure
that he would have survived me
but it wasn't to be. R.I.P. from us all
in the Stonehouse Wheelers. He
must have been a member since
our 40th Anniversary. I have a
photograph of him at the Fleece in
Lightpill for the 40th do when
Gilbert Tyndall and Alex Cathcart
were much in evidence. He had a
period of unstableness like I get
occasionally but he was sure he
was over it when he resumed with
us.
He was very well respected by
Sustrans too, and like us they will
find him hard to replace.
Sincerely
Eric Lewis.
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When I was planning this issue of The Spoke back in April I was
thinking that it could be a Summer issue. Nothing epitomises the
English Summer better than rain and flooding. So I found a suitable
spray and pasted two intrepid riders cutting through the water. I'm
sure that Lionel would have liked to go out with a splash so I have
included it so that you can see what it might have been like. As things
turned out we were delighted to have Barry and Mike out on Lionel's
Memorial ride to Cath's Dairy. Lionel was there in memory and also his
bike in the summer rain.

